
Refreshing your MeshChat Service 

In order to minimize confusion and give MeshChat a clean environment in which to operate, it 
might be a good practice to "refresh" your MeshChat service periodically.  Here are steps you 
can take to accomplish that procedure. 

1. Login to your MeshChat node or services computer with a user account that has 
authority to make changes to the underlying MeshChat files.  If you run MeshChat on a 
radio/node, then telnet  or ssh  to the radio and login as the "root" user.  If you run 
MeshChat on a Raspberry Pi or other computer, open a terminal/command window and 
be sure to escalate your user account privileges if necessary by typing "sudo " in front of 
the commands you enter below. 

2. Once you are logged in to your MeshChat server, temporarily stop the "meshchatsync" 
process by typing: 
/etc/init.d/meshchatsync stop  

3. Navigate to the /tmp/meshchat directory.  If you have MeshChat writing its files to a 
different directory, such as /var/www/html/meshchat, then navigate instead to the 
location where MeshChat maintains its underlying files, and delete the following files:  
messages_version, sync_status, users_local, and users_remote 

4. Restart the meshchatsync process by typing: 
/etc/init.d/meshchatsync start 

When meshchatsync restarts it will immediately query OLSR for the list of nodes with a 
matching MeshChat service name -- it will only return remote nodes whose service name 
matches exactly to yours (case- & space-sensitive).  It will then rebuild the files you previously 
deleted as it syncs the other MeshChat nodes. 

If you don't believe that your MeshChat service is syncing often enough with other nodes, you 
can change the sync time.  Simply edit /usr/lib/cgi-bin/meshchatconfig.pm  and 
change the $poll_interval  value.  The default value is every 10 seconds, which should be 
plenty often enough to sync with as many remote nodes as we have on our mesh today.  If you 
change this value, then stop/start the meshchatsync process as described above so it will 
re-read the new values from the config file. 

Successful syncing depends upon the RF conditions and the number of "hops" that must be 
traversed between nodes on the mesh.  If your node is unable to sync at a particular time, it will 
probably catch up as soon as conditions improve later.  No messages will be lost, since 
MeshChat operates with a distributed database.  Your node will sync its copy of the message 
database by merging the new messages from any other MeshChat node as soon as it receives 
them. 
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